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the bunkers directly from the coal barges. A notable example
of such location is that of the proposed power station of the
southern interurban line previously referred to, which is distant
3 miles from the line of the road in order that it may be located
where ocean going coal barges may be docked.
The question of an adequate and reasonable soft water supply
for boiler feed and condensing purposes should receive second
consideration. In sections of the country where it is necessary
to depend upon artesian well water for boiler feed it is either
necessary to install rather expensive water softening plants or
submit to a. high maintenance and depreciation charge on boilers
with considerable risk of service interruption. The marked loss
of efficiency and corresponding increase in cost of generated
power if a condensing plant is occasionally forced to operate non-
condensing is to be avoided if possible, especially in the case of
steam turbines, whose principal advantage over the recipro-
cating engines is the increased economy at high degrees of con-
denser vacuum. Gravity intakes of pipe or concrete tunnel
construction are preferable to long pipe suction lines, and con-
siderable expense is warranted in bringing a generous supply of
cold pure water into the cold wells of power stations and in pro-
viding a free discharge of the hot well to waste under all conditions
of water level in flood season and drought. Especially should
the purity of condensing water be assured with the surface type
of condenser used to such an extent with steam turbines.
Building .foundations, especially for the heavy machinery of
the station, should be unquestioned in their stability. Many
instances may be quoted in which the saving of first costs of test
borings or real estate was attempted at the later expense of the
settling of foundations, carrying with it numberless construction
and operating difficulties. Nor is it sufficient to determine the
fact that there is good subsoil below a proposed station location.
The depth of excavation necessary to reach this subsoil and the
consequent cost of foundations should be carefully learned from
preliminary test borings.
The power station often acts in the capacity of one of the sub-
stations on the line supplying the high tension lines to other sub-
stations not only, but transforming a portion of the generated
electrical energy into a form adaptable to the nearby trolley
and feeder system. This plan can only be carried out when
the power station is located very near the right-of-way of the

